
Prodigals 

 

X. 

He settled the rent with the landlord in a tenement block that was as close to the city 

as he could afford - he had every intention to brave the crowed streets as little as 

possible. It was a minimally furnished room in a standardized hundred-storey building, 

almost identical to thousands of the same that comprised most of the city, built in 

mere weeks to accommodate the booming population. After unpacking, refreshing 

himself and finding a quick meal in one of the many cheap public feeding halls, he 

headed for his destination without further delay. 

 

From a distance, the 54
th

 Refugee Recuperation Center was the nicest-looking 

building he had seen in Babeltown so far, a soaring white edifice with graceful curves 

and big windows. It and its sisters were clustered protectively in the middle of the vast, 

sprawling city, around the base infrastructure of the space elevator itself. Alan had to 

pass through several security cordons, presenting his permit to cautious guards who 

escorted him past the older, more sedate quarters of the city. On one occasion they 

took a detour around a mob of loud protesters. Alan asked his escorts who they were 

and they replied that they didn’t know, but he could guess that they were either 

anti-colonial Nativists or anti-downloading religious groups, and possibly both. The 

mass destructive uploading and storage of minds during the last days of the war had 

far from faded from controversy even after all these months.  

 

He finally reached the heavily fortified base of the building and was hustled through a 

small entrance at the side, which led into a small lobby of sorts. Relatives and visitors 

waited and smoked on plastic seats. Alan was struck by how much the sight 

resembled a hospital, all soothing music and clean tiles and staff in nurses’ uniforms. 

Considering it was run by a computer built into the substrate of the building, it looked 

surprisingly personable. 

 

But that was not a fair impression, his reasoning told him. Working in his field, he 

was all too aware of the popular stereotype of the AIs being cold, remote creatures. 

The image of all the spindly and crewless warships they built and operated had a 

definite impact on the collective mind. Endless condescension was visited upon the 

AIs by a populous that increasingly felt out of control of the war for their own 

survival, lambasting the increasing independence of their mind-children as 

disobedience even though it was the Joint Admiralty that was loosening their reins all 

the time. While the naval AIs were inhumanly efficient at war, Alan could not really 



think of a reason why civilian AIs could not be very good at taking care of humans, 

either. 

 

With that in mind, Alan tried and failed to locate a receptionist. Instead there was a 

notification from his terminal as the building systems interfaced with it. Alan 

activated full audio-visual display on the little machine. 

 

“Welcome to the 54
th

 Refugee Recuperation Center of Babeltown.” A smooth male 

voice said. “Speaking to you is the AI in charge of this center. The directions to Miss 

Rao’s ward have been loaded into your terminal. If you have any further questions, 

feel free to ask me at any time.” 

 

The ward was fairly high up the building and Alan asked the AI a few questions while 

he was in the lift. 

 

“So, how many patients…I mean refugees are housed in this building?” 

 

“About 30,000 people, which is almost our maximum capacity. A few hundred are 

judged fit to leave every day, and I generally try to decant the same number of people 

to fill the vacant beds. There are, of course, unforeseen circumstances which can 

delay people from leaving the center, which is when I circulate our wards to nearby 

centers with available space.” 

 

“I see. When the refugees leave your care, where do they go?” 

 

“It largely depends on the preferences of the refugees themselves. We tell them about 

the possible destinations recommended by the Earth Colonial Refugee Program. Some 

of them choose to settle in this city, most head for other communities around the 

world. Many refugees are born on the colonies they left and they have little cultural 

connection with Earth itself, so my peers and I treat refugee counseling as a serious 

matter.” 

 

“How many of the refugees go to the other planets?” 

 

“Very few, I’m afraid.” The voice of the AI replied. “The SCDF remnant has issued a 

temporary ban on civilian interplanetary travel as the navy is still conducting searches 

to clear inner system space of alien elements. I do know of cases where special 

dispensation has been issued but permission is not up to me.” 



 

The elevator stopped gently. “Here we are!” The AI said as Alan stepped out into a 

carpeted corridor lined with doors. “Sixteenth door to the right. She should be 

expecting you.” 

 

The sixteenth door on the right was open. Beyond was a pleasant room dominated by 

a large window. Rich, tropical sunlight illuminated a bed in which sat a thin young 

woman of Indian blood, with striking purple eyes. A hospital-issue tablet terminal lay 

at her side. 

 

Alan stepped into the ward slowly as not to startle the refugee. Her appearance 

matched the photos sent to him while in Puerto Rico; the first leg of his journey was 

complete. 

 

“Miss Chandrika Rao?” He asked. 

 

She turned slowly. “Yes.” 

 


